LICENSING THE SASKIA DIGITAL ARCHIVE

32,000 Digital Images of Core Art History Works
Available for Permanent Accession at your Library

Images in the Saskia Archive have been photographed directly in front of each work of art, specifically for teaching art history over the course of the last 40 years by an art and architectural historian trained at Columbia University.

Licensing fees are determined on the basis of number of campuses, total number of students on campus, and the number of images licensed at any one time. Check at www.scholarsresource.com/LicenseFees for fees that apply to your campus.

Contact Renate Wiedenhoeft at Saskia Ltd. at 1-877-SASKIA-2 x111 to discuss the total amount appropriate to your institution for licensing the Saskia Archive.

The Saskia archive is licensed and distributed exclusively through Scholars Resource at www.scholarsresource.com.

ADVANTAGES OF LICENSING THE ENTIRE ARCHIVE:

- Substantial discount.
- One-time expense: all Saskia images are licensed in perpetuity and no subscription fees will ever be due.
- Saskia images are available campus-wide to all enrolled students and faculty through the campus network.
- Our data specialist is available to help integrate metadata free of charge for an initial period of time.
- Saskia images are delivered on a hard-drive or DVDs for permanent storage.
- Upgrades to the Saskia archive are offered on a yearly basis and available at regular rates.

VISIT US IN 2006 AT: CAA BOOTH 500, VRA AND ARLIS
WHY SASKIA?

Founded in 1966, Saskia Ltd. has been a trusted resource for 40 years. Combining professional photography and art historical acumen, the Saskia archive offers core art history images on Western European civilization from many important collections: the Prado, the Kunsthistorisches Museum, the Uffizi, the Louvre as well as archaeological sites in Greece, Italy, Turkey and Egypt. Comprehensive documentation in St. Peter’s Basilica offers in-depth insight into papal patronage and is indicative of the scholarly importance of the Saskia archive. Extensive documentation of monuments in India and China and Native Northwest Coast art have recently added non-western cultures to our extensive teaching collection.

Our many details and alternate views allow for in-depth analysis in undergraduate courses and seminars at the graduate level. Saskia images arouse the interest of all visually stimulated faculty and students and encourage closer study of technique, composition and understanding.

Saskia’s Site License Agreement enables institutions to build digital collections. Images are licensed in perpetuity for a one-time fee. We create all of our digital images in consistent formats and because our images are intended to reside on the campus server, even large files are available quickly. Saskia’s production system allows for complete customization and our records eliminate the duplication of images when placing orders over time. Choose from our basic textbook sets or any expanded set of images for more in-depth coverage of each monument or work of art.